The recently introduced path length method for nondissipative systems is generalized to dissipa tive systems, specifically, the logistic map. A new prototype fractal is found to underlie the resulting nowhere-differentiable structure ("triptych principle").
Introduction
The logistic map is the drosophila melanogaster of chaos research. Recently, we introduced the mirror cabinet method to describe reflections in the Buni movich stadium [1] . This method can be generalized to arbitrary dissipative systems including the logistic map.
Specifically, the total path length of a trajectory as a function of initial condition and iteration number can be focused on. Figure 1 shows the principle: The original value, labeled 0 , the first increment, labeled 1, the second increment, 2 , and the absolute value of the third, 3, and so on, are all well defined for every initial point, x 0. They can be stacked on top of each other along the dotted line. Figure 2 shows the first 8 levels of the stack ("black forest"). The underlying generating principle can be glimpsed from Figure 3 . One sees how the increments labeled 0, 1 ,...,4 in Fig. 1 vary lawfully in their lengths as a function of the initial condition.
Numerical Results
One also sees that from the second iterate on, only symmetric increments contribute to the evolving frac tal. Starting with the third entry, each subsequent pic ture is a "collage" of two identically distorted, m utu ally mirror-reflected, versions of the previous picture. The sums of all symmetric contributions (that is, starting with the third entry of Fig. 3 , omitting the first two asymmetric components) are shown in Figure 4 . The final entry, lower-right corner, shows the still n u merically reliable 15th iterate; note also the change of scale in the ordinate.
Quantitatively, one finds numerically that the inte gral under each contribution (black area) of Fig. 3 converges to a constant limiting value, 0.41349... At the same time, the total surface length of each entry doubles exactly in the limit from one step to the next. This fact implies that the area under the developing approximation to the limiting fractal, as depicted in Fig. 4 , increases linearly, while its total length doubles with each step.
The Triptych Principle
A phenomenological explanation of the complexity of the new fractal is finally offered in Figure 5 . One sees that the whole content of the upper picture (third entry in Fig. 4 ) is repeated, with minor distortion, in the central piece of the second picture (fourth entry of Fig. 4) , and so forth.
The "central panel" of the triptych is flanked by two symmetric outer portions ("side panels"). They turn out to be nothing but distorted reflections of the two halves of the central piece. This principle is retained throughout all subsequent iterations.
The triptych principle implies that the number of peaks doubles with every step. 
Discussion
As is well known, it is possible to generate nowhere-differentiable fractal boundaries by chaoti cally forcing a bistable system [2, 3] . A phenomeno logical explanation has been proposed by Peinke et al. [4] in terms of a Weierstrass function that is formed by "layers", each containing twice as many "arcs" as it predecessor. The global analysis is still not completely worked out.
Here, surprisingly, a similar situation is found, with out any second variable involved, as an implication of a particular, new way of looking at the logistic map itself. The point of departure was an idea underlying a recent numerical analysis of the Bunimovich sta dium [1] . There, it turned out empirically that -if the stadium is treated as a mirror cabinet seen from inside -the total path length of the ray, starting in the center of the stadium, depends sensitively on the initial start ing angle. Plotting the sequence of path lengths as a function of the angle around the central initial point, one finds a sea-urchin shape. When projecting to cartesian coordinates, a developing self-similar fractal is found [1, 5] .
The same idea appears to be applicable to the anal ysis of dissipative systems, starting with the logistic map. The first free-of-charge results have been pre sented above. In addition to that, we found that the complexity of the evolving structure depends sensi tively on the value of the control parameter r of the logistic map.
O f course, some difficult questions lurk in the back ground. W hat is the dimension of the limiting fractal? W hat is its relationship to the "chaotic-forcing" frac tals described in the literature? Is there a relationship to the profile of growing interfaces in nature [6] ?
Finally, it appears worth noting that this method, unlike many other methods of dealing with chaotic systems, allows an overview of the dynamics for all possible starting conditions. It therefore might be em pirically applicable to time series analysis and its re constructed attractors. M any different path lengths can be extracted from the same experimental data points by the introduction of appropriate shifts on the reconstructed attractor.
To conclude, a new "visualization approach" to dis sipative chaos has been proposed. The relationship to global analysis on the one hand applications on the other remains to be explored.
